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Abstract 

The article presents teratomas of rare localization in children according to the authors' observations from 2003 

to 2015. During this period, 69 children were examined and treated at the Department of Hospital Pediatric 

Surgery of Tashkent Pediatric medical institute. Sacro-coccygeal teratomas were detected in 52 (75.4%), 

teratomas of rare localization in 17 (24.6%) children aged from 1 month to 14 years old. Among the observed 

children the girls were 42 (60.9%), the boys - 27 (39.1%). For diagnostic purposes, in addition to generally 

accepted clinical and laboratory studies, the children underwent ultrasound, MSCT, rectoromanoscopy, 

irrigology, excretory urography examinations. Considering that the teratomas are mixed tumors of a complex 

structure, capable of malignancy, the details of the clinical course, diagnosis and results of treatment of children 

with the presented pathology were studied in this research. Based on the analysis of the described observations, 

the authors came to the conclusion that there is a need for an early surgical intervention, which has no 

alternative in treating children with teratomas, regardless of their type, localization and extent of the process, in 

order to avoid the risk of developing severe complications. 
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Introduction 

Teratomas are mixed tumors of a complex structure. Tissues arising from 2-3 germinal leaves can be 

found in them. Their presence is unusual in the organs and anatomical areas in which the tumor develops. It is 

known that the occurrence of teratoma is a consequence of a violation of the embryo morphogenesis. Teratoid 

tumors constitute 5.9% of tumors in children, and 22.4% of cases in newborns and infants. The frequency is 1 in 

35,000 live births [1, 2, 20]. According to the loalization, mature or benign teratomas and immature (malignant) 

or teratoblastomas of gonadal and extragonadal area, are distinguished [1, 3, 4,5, 6,8,19]. The frequency of 

malignancy of the tumor is directly proportional to the age. The risk of malignancy in newborns does not exceed 

5%, in children under 1 year old it constitutes more than 60%, in children over 1 year old — 75%. Malignant 

teratomas (teratoblastomas) are multicomponent formations, the tissues of which reach different degrees of 

differentiation with the presence of malignant elements. The morphology of teratomas is extremely diverse and 

fully justifies its name "miraculous tumors." The presence of immature embryonic tissues in them serves as a 

basis for treating them as tumors [2,3,6,7,9]. According to their course, they can be regarded as a malformation. 

Associated anomalies are observed in 20% of cases. Teratoid tumors are found in various body cavities, in 

almost any organ and body tissues [3, 4, 5, 8, 14]. The diagnosis of extracavitary teratomas is not difficult. Such 

formations can be established before the birth of the child. In some cases, their removal is recommended in the 

antenatal period [4,10,11]. Diagnostics and tactics of treatment of germ cell tumors with rare localization 

teratomas are not well understood yet. 

The aim of the work is to analyze the clinical course, diagnosis and the results of surgical treatment of 

children with teratomas of rare localization based on clinic materials. 

 

Materials and Methods 

From 2003 to 2015, 69 children with teratomas of various localization were treated at the Department 

of Hospital Pediatric Surgery of Tashkent Pediatric medical institute: sacro-coccygeal teratomas (SCT) - 52 

(75.4%); teratomas of rare localization - 17 (24.6%). The age of the patients was from 1 month to 14 years old. 

There were 42 girls (60.9%) and 27 boys (39.1%). In the diagnosis, in addition to the generally accepted clinical 

and laboratory methods, ultrasound (US), multispiral computed tomography (MSCT), rectoromanoscopy, 

irrigology and excretory urography were used. 
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Results and Discussion 

 The size, shape and localization of teratomas were noted in children of different age groups (Table 1). 

 

Table 1 The distribution of patients by age and localization of teratomas (n = 69) 

Patients' age 1-3 

months 

 

4-6 

months 

7-12 

months 

1-4 

years 

> 4 years Total: 

Distribution of teratomas 

according to the localization  

Sacro-

coccygeal 

External tyoe 5 6 4 – – 15 (21,8%) 

Internal type – 5 6 – – 11 (15,9%) 

Mixed tyoe 7 11 8 – – 
26         

(37,7%) 

Teratomas of 

abdominal 

cavity 

Abdomen – – – 2 – 2 (2,9%) 

Mesentery of the 

intestine 
– 1 2  – 3 (4,3%) 

Genital 

teratomas 

Ovary – 1 – 1 2 4 (5,8%) 

Testicle – – – 2 1 3 (4,3%) 

Chest teratomas – – 2 2 – 4 (5,8%) 

Retroperitoneal teratomas – – – – 1 1 (1,5%) 

Total: 
12 

(17,4%) 

24 

(34,8%) 

22 

(31,9%) 

7 

(10,1%) 
4 (5,8%) 

69  

(100%) 

 

As can be seen from the table, sacro-coccygeal teratomas (SCT) of various localization and depth, are 

most often observed. In other areas and organs of the body, teratomas are rarely observed, which correlates with 

the literature data. The internal type of SCT localization - presacral teratoma - is also considered as a rare 

pathology variant by some authors. 

As a rule, teratomas of external localizations are found from birth. Sometimes formations reach a very 

large size and make the childbirth difficult. Methods of diagnosis of teratoid tumors depend on their localization. 

Screening and informative diagnostic method is ultrasound. During the ultrasound, the location, size, structure 

of the formation and belonging of the organ are determined [12,16,17,18]. As an additional method in the 

diagnosis X-ray and CT studies, allowing to find out the connection of the tumor with the surrounding tissues 

and associated malformations, can be used. Currently, CT has practically become the leading diagnostic method 

for teratomas of any localization. Based on CT examination data, in 22 (31.9%) of 69 patients were found to 

have associated developmental defects: coccyx hypoplasia - 10 (14.5%); connection of teratoma with spinal 

hernia - 7 (10.1%); ureterohydronephrosis - 2 (2.9%); anomalies of the development of the ribs - 2 (2.9%); 

incomplete doubling of the kidneys - 1 (1.5%). 

The clinical manifestations of teratomas are diverse and are largely determined by their localization. 

Abdominal teratoma localization was noted in 5 (7.2%) cases  of our observations. According to the literature, 

gastric teratoma is rare and accounts for about 1% of tumors of this localization. Gastric teratomas in newborns 

and infants are often observed among boys and have a low propensity for malignancy [1,4,5,12,18,20]. 

Teratoma can be detected in a child in any organ or in the abdominal cavity in the form of formation of various 

sizes. The small size of the tumor remains unnoticed for a long time due to the absence of pain and symptoms of 

obstruction. With the increasing of the teratoma, vomiting, bouts of pain, constipation periodically appear. A 

careful examination of the abdomen, in such cases, reveals its asymmetry to some extent due to bulging on the 

side of education. Palpation is determined sedentary painless education with smooth or uneven contours. In our 

observations, stomach teratomas were detected in 2 children aged 3 years, which constituted up to 2.9% of the 

patients with teratoid tumors. The disease was manifested by the palpable formation in the epigastric region, the 

symptoms of partial high intestinal obstruction and a body mass deficit of up to 20-30%.  

Contrast studies of the gastrointestinal tract showed partial obstruction on the stomach level; with 

ultrasound and MSCT, an increase in the organ was established due to the intimately adjacent formation of a 

heterogeneous structure (Fig.1). 
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A                                                      B 

Fig.1 Stomach teratoma: A) CT scan - heterogeneous formation in the projection of the stomach; B) the 

view of tumor during surgery. 

 

Patients are operated with the suspect of doubling of the stomach. During the operation, it was possible 

to completely separate the formation from the body of the stomach that was situated along the greater curvature. 

The macroscopic structure was heterogeneous, had solid cystic character with mucus-like contents and 

heterogeneous inclusions (hair and cartilage plates) that made it possible to regard the pathology as teratoma of 

the stomach. The diagnosis was confirmed by histomorphological examination of the removed tumor. The 

postoperative period was uneventful. Patients were discharged in satisfactory condition. 

Teratoid tumors of the mesentery of the large intestine were diagnosed in 3 children. The patients were 

operated on with the diagnosis of “abdominal tumor”, since “palpable tumor syndrome” in the abdominal cavity 

was revealed via the main clinical manifestation and auxiliary examinations. The formation was located along 

the mesenteric edge of the colon within the ascending and descending colon (Fig.2-A). In 2 patients, the 

formation was spread in the mesentery and consisted of numerous nodes of different size with solid structure 

and heterogeneous content, and enveloped in a capsule (Fig.2-B). It was separated from the adjacent section of 

the colon. In one child, the formation of the structure mentioned above, engulfed over 10 cm of the descending 

colon in the form of a coupling with intimate soldering to the wall. In this case, along with the removal of the 

tumor-like formation, the resection of the corresponding section of the large intestine with the imposition of an 

end-to-end anastomosis was required. The histological findings in these observations became the basis for the 

diagnosis of teratoma of the specified localization. 

 
А                                                                 B 

Fig.2 Teratoid tumor of the mesentery of the large intestine: A) CT scan of the abdominal cavity - a giant 

formation of heterogeneous structure; B) macropreparate of the removed tumor. 

 

Of the 52 patients with SCT, 11 (21.1%) were diagnosed with an internal type of tumor localization. 11 

children with presacral localization of the SCT were hospitalized with complications of the disease in the form 

of a difficult act of defecation and/or urination, abdominal pain. Two had the symptoms of general intoxication: 

pale skin, weight loss, physical development lag, vomiting, fever. A finger study of the rectum revealed a 

presacually located tumor-like mass. These ultrasound and MSCT allowed to establish the correct diagnosis. 

Impaired pelvic function and dysuria in these patients were due to compression of the rectum and ureter by a 

tumor-like formation; intoxication phenomena in two patients - due to the malignancy. Complications are 
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usually manifested by bright symptoms and deterioration of the child’s general condition. By the time of birth, a 

tumor can squeeze or displace the rectum so much that from the first days of life a child has intestinal 

obstruction. When a bladder is pressed, the complication is manifested by urinary retention; the urine is 

separated by drops, the bladder is stretched, the child is worried when urinating, and retches. Catheterization is 

difficult. The compression of a rectum or urethra by a tumor in some patients was observed at the age of 2-3 

months; in one child - at an older age. The compression of the ureter in two patients led to the development of 

secondary ureterohydronephrosis. 

Gonadal teratomas in 7 children were presented in the form of ovarian teratomas in girls and testicular 

teratomas in boys. Four girls were observed with ovarian teratoma. The main clinical signs were the presence of 

volumetric formation and abdominal pain. Two girls were hospitalized in an emergency due to increased pain 

syndrome with irradiation to the perineum, the appearance of a delayed stool and painful urination. An objective 

examination drew attention to the paleness of the skin, increased heart rate, massively spread pain and active 

muscle tension during palpation of the abdomen. In 2 cases, the main symptom was palpation of the tumor-like 

formation without pain and disorders of defecation and diuresis. The data of clinical examination and auxiliary 

examination methods before the operation found twisted ovarian cyst in 2, and mesentery cyst in 1 patient. In 1 

child, a possible pathological process associated with ovarian tumor, was suggested. After careful examination, 

all patients were operated on. The final volume of surgery, as a rule, was determined during the operation. In 

two girls, teratoma was represented by a unilateral tumor formation sized 7x8x6cm having cystic and solid 

structures and heterogeneous inclusions, covered with a single thick sheath that had grown into the ovarian 

tissue, containing more than 12 different sizes. In this case, the operation was completed by removing the tumor 

and ovarian tissue (Fig.3-A). In the second girl, the tumor capsule adhered to the ovarian tissue without 

macroscopic changes. The tumor was accepted as benign. The volume of operation was sparing, and limited to 

the removal of the tumor with preservation of the ovarian tissue. In two girls, the formation consisted of multi-

chamber nodes represented by solid tissue structures and many components of heterogeneous inclusions with 

diffuse growth of the capsule in the infiltrated ovarian tissue. The surface of the tumor had a hilly character, the 

size exceeding 12 cm in diameter. The changes are regarded as ovarian teratoblastoma without spreading to the 

second ovary and lymph nodes. The operation is completed by removing the tumor and the ovary as a single 

unit (Fig.3-B) . 

 
А                                                                          B 

Fig.3 Teratoma of the ovary: a) the view during operation, b) macropreparate of the removed tumor. 

 

Testicular teratomas are more common in children under the age of 2 years, and are often detected from 

birth. Teratomas are benign as opposed to adults whose ovarian teratomas are malignant. The cases of malignant 

teratoma in boys 15-16 years of flat keratinizing epithelium, mucous glands, undifferentiated epithelial tissue 

have been described [1,2,4]. 

In our observations, teratoid tumors of the testes were detected in 3 children. In patients who were 

under observation due to the "tense dropsy," there was an increase and a sharp induration of one of the testicles. 

An ultrasound showed an increase in the affected testicles due to an inhomogeneous solid structure. 

Orchofuniculectomy was performed. On the section of the macropreparation, heterogeneous tissue and hair were 

revealed (Fig.4). 
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Fig.4 Testicular teratoma: adipose tissue and hair are determined in the incision 

 

Teratoid tumors of the chest were found in 4 patients: with the localization of the process in the anterior 

mediastinum - 3, and in the lung parenchyma - 1. All children were monitored and treated by pediatricians with 

suspected pneumonia, bronchitis, pleurisy. Like other benign tumors of the chest, teratoma is manifested by 

respiratory symptoms associated with compression of the respiratory tract. Most often it is noisy, sometimes 

stridor breath. Rapid breathing may be due to the compression of the pulmonary parenchyma by the formation 

of large sizes. In the early stages, the tumor may be asymptomatic in the form of tachypnea during exercise. In 2 

patients, due to the significant size of the tumor, the asymmetry of the chest was clearly defined. In one child, 

chest teratoma was detected on a roentgen as a random finding. On X-ray the teratoma is characterized as a 

formation with fuzzy contours, containing calcifications or bone inclusions. CT scan is more informative for 

diagnosis (Fig.5).  

Patients with chest teratomas underwent surgery. Three patients underwent the resection of the tumor 

from the anterior mediastinum; one patient from the lobe of the lung bearing teratoid formation. Patients were 

discharged from the hospital in a satisfactory condition. In a child who underwent a resection of the lung, 

metastases are found in other organs in six months after the operation. Three patients after the removal of 

teratomas from the mediastinum are under observation, and developing according to their age. 

 
А                                                                    B 
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C                                                                 D 

Fig.5 Teratoma of the right lung: inhomogeneous nodules with inclusions (A) are determined at CT; 

germination of the process to the 7th-8th ribs (B); view of the tumor during surgery (C); macropreparate 

(D) 

 

In one patient, a teratoid tumor emanating from the retroperitoneal space was noted. Palpation revealed 

the formation of a dense consistency with a bumpy surface, limited mobility. CT scan showed a multi-chamber 

formation of a cystic and solid structure (Fig.6). The child was operated on. The bulk of the huge formation 

sized 15x17-20 cm consisted of adipose tissue in the form of nodes of various sizes, having a separate capsule, 

containing atheromatous nodes with hair and cartilage inclusions in some areas. The postoperative course is 

without complications. The patient is under observation. 

 

 
А      Б 

Fig. 6. Retroperitoneal teratoma: A) multi-chamber cystic formations are determined at CT; B) the view 

of the patient 

 

The need for the early surgical intervention in teratomas is undoubted and is supported by many 

authors. Like most other authors, we believe that teratomas, regardless of their localization, are subject to 

surgical removal as soon as possible after their detection. This prevents their excessive growth and the 

development of various complications. Indications for urgent surgical intervention are: compression of a rectum 

or urethra by a tumor, observed during internal localization of the SCT; suspected malignant degeneration. The 

rapid growth of the tumor, if it does not lead to squeezing of the organs of the perineum, should still be regarded 

as an indication for emergency surgery because of the risk of malignant degeneration. 

In other locations, a rupture or dramatic thinning of the membranes during ulceration or necrosis of the 

skin, suppuration of individual cystic cavities, also serve as indications for the urgent operation. The nature and 

duration of preoperative preparation depend on the type of complications. 

The postoperative period was uneventful in all patients. Our clinical observations show that if a tumor 

consists of benign mature tissue, then the removal of teratoma is the method of choice and provides good long-

term results. With teratoblastomas, the long-term results of treatment were worse. In 2 (2.9%) patients the 
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metastasis of the tumor and death were observed. Patients died within the first 4-6 months because of the tumor 

recurrence with generalization of the process and progressive tumor intoxication, anemia, cachexia. All patients 

recovered after surgery, complications were not observed. In all cases, the diagnosis of teratoma is confirmed by 

histomorphological examinations. 

 

Conclusions 

Our clinical data correlate with the literature data that the peculiarity of teratomas in children is their 

benign course and rare metastasis into the nearby anatomical structures and organs. In most cases, teratomas 

have the character of multi-chamber cysts of various sizes or solid growths consisting of mature tissues, between 

which sometimes there are fields of solid growths of undifferentiated embryonic character. Most teratomas are 

organoid, composed of structures resembling organs and various tissues, rudiments of limbs.  

Benign teratomas tend to grow aggressively, but they do not grow into nearby anatomical structures, 

and malignant teratomas are characterized by aggressive growth and metastases into the nearby organs and other 

parts of the body. Cases of immature teratomas increase with age. This confirms the necessity of and early 

diagnosis and timely surgical intervention.  

With teratomas of any localization, oncological alertness is a decisive factor in preventing their 

malignancy and other complications. 
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